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• Many Places to Explore
• Space Exploration Enterprise
• Marshall’s Missions
• Project Lifecycle Management Model
• Sustainable Long-term Program
• Building Block Approach
• Defining the Path Forward
• Mars In Sight
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2009 Highlights















Nuclear & Advanced Propulsion
Methane Propulsion
Habitation Systems/ECLSS
Automated Rendezvous & Docking
Aerocapture
Solar Thermal, 
Solar Sail, & Solar Electric 
Propulsion Systems








Innovations for Scientific Exploration
ISS Research and 
Technology Testbed
Space Exploration Enterprise




• Exploration Scouts Program Office
• Small Satellite Subsystem Technology Program Office











• Exploration Technology Development 
and Demonstration Program Office











• Commercial Crew 
Program Office





• Demonstration Program Office
Stennis Space 
Center
Bay St. Louis, MS
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AL
• Heavy Lift Propulsion Research and Development Program Office
• Exploration Precursor Robotic Program Office
• Space Technology Demonstrations Program Office
• Centennial Challenges Program Office
6Marshall’s Missions





Earth and Space Science 
Spacecraft, Systems, and 
Operations
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Project Lifecycle Management Model
Reducing Undefined, but Known, Risks
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Sustainable Long-term Program 




Building success through incremental testing and development
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Dec. 6, 1998
Defining the Path Forward
Expanding Knowledge through Exploration
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Mars In Sight
…I believe we can send humans to orbit Mars 
and return them safely to Earth.
–President Obama












National Aeronautics and Space Administration
For more information: 
www.nasa.gov
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